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We investigate the radiative stability of Horndeski scalar-tensor theories with luminally propagating
gravitational waves (as extensively discussed in the wake of GW170817) and show that in general there is a
tension between obtaining observable deviations from general relativity (GR) in cosmology and the
requirement of radiative stability. Using this as a constraint, we discuss the subsets of theories that are capable
of evading this conclusion and yielding observable, radiatively stable departures from GR. We find several
classes of theories that can do so, recovering known cases and identifying several additional radiatively stable
cases. Finally we also extract the cosmological signatures of two particularly well-motivated radiatively stable
classes of theories: shift-symmetric theories and theories with a conformal coupling between the scalar and
gravity. We find that cosmological parameter constraints on dark energy and modified gravity parameters for
both of these two classes, which we explicitly compute using data from the Planck, SDSS/BOSS and 6dF
surveys, are significantly tightened with respect to generic Horndeski theories.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent past, great progress has been made in
understanding how to precision-test our current leading
theory of gravity, general relativity (GR). Since GR is the
single consistent theory of a massless spin-2 field (implicitly
restricting ourselves to Lorentz-invariant theories), testing
for deviations from GR becomes equivalent to testing for
new (light) gravitational degrees of freedom. Scalar-tensor
(ST) theories are a minimal deviation from GR in this sense,
introducing a single additional degree of freedom and asking
how it may affect gravitational interactions.
Accordingly, Horndeski gravity [1,2], the most general
Lorentz-invariant ST action that gives rise to second order
equations of motion (and is consequently free of an
Ostrogradski-ghost instability by default) has recently been
the main workhorse of research into alternative theories of











where the Li are scalar-tensor Lagrangians (for a scalar ϕ
and a massless tensor gμν) given by
L3 ¼ −G3½Φ; L4 ¼ G4Rþ G4;Xð½Φ2 − ½Φ2Þ;
L5 ¼ G5GμνΦμν −
1
6
G5;Xð½Φ3 − 3½Φ2½Φ þ 2½Φ3Þ: ð2Þ
TheGi are functions of a scalar field ϕ and its derivative via
X ≡ − 1
2
∇μϕ∇μϕ, where ∇μ is the covariant derivative for
gμν, and we also have L2 ¼ G2ðϕ; XÞ. We have used the
shorthandΦμν ≡∇μ∇νϕ and square brackets denote traces,
i.e., ½Φ ¼ Φμμ; ½Φ2 ¼ ΦμνΦνμ etc. Finally, Gi;ϕ and Gi;X
denote the partial derivatives of the Gi, with respect to ϕ
and X respectively. Four free functions (G2, G3, G4, G5)
therefore completely characterize this theory.
Recently, and motivated by the near simultaneous
detections of GW170817 and GRB 170817A [3–7], it
was shown in [8–11] that imposing luminal propagation
of gravitational waves (GWs), cGW ¼ c, significantly
reduces this theory space in a cosmological context, namely
by eliminating G5 and G4;X. The resulting, restricted







where now there are only three free functions left (G2, G3,
G4), and we highlight that G4 is a function of ϕ only. For
previous work on cGW ¼ c constraints see [12–21]. Note
that the derivation of (3) implicitly assumes a scale/time/
energy-independent speed of gravitational waves. Since
GW170817 probes energy scales much larger than those
of late-universe cosmology, in a modified gravity context
it in principle tests the (unknown) UV completion of the
cosmological theory. Indeed [22] argue that generic
Lorentz-invariant UV completions will bring a potentially
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subluminal cosmological speed of GWs back to luminal
for the frequencies observed for GW170817. We refer to
[9,22] for a discussion of the naturalness of such a scenario,
but here (following [8–11]) we will explicitly assume a
luminally propagating, scale-independent speed of GWs—
an assumption that will be probed directly by LISA and
pulsar timing arrays [22].
While excluding higher derivative interactions associ-
ated with L4;5, (3) still includes a wide class of theories.
Consequently the purpose of this paper is twofold: firstly,
we argue that (in a sense we will make precise) large classes
of models within (3) cannot yield cosmological deviations
from GR that are within reach of current/near-future
observations and (radiatively) stable, but also highlight
several classes of theories, where this is possible. In
particular we demonstrate the radiative stability of some
nonshift symmetric subsets of Horndeski theories for the
first time. Secondly, we focus on two particularly well-
motivated subsets of (3), which allow departures from
GR with attractive stability properties, showing that such
departures are significantly more restricted in these subsets
than for generic theories within (3).
II. LINEAR COSMOLOGY
Cosmological deviations from GR are especially tightly
constrained at the level of linear perturbations, and we
would therefore like to linearly perturb (3) around an
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker background solution. The
result is well-known for general Horndeski theories, and,
restricting to (3), the freedom in such a linearly perturbed
action can be concisely parametrized in terms of four
independent and free functions [23]: the Hubble rateH that
controls the background expansion, the running of the
Planck mass α̂M, the kineticity α̂K (essentially a proxy for
the scalar speed of sound) and the braiding α̂B that
quantifies kinetic mixing between metric and scalar per-
turbations. Note that the resulting linear action is equivalent
to the one obtained in effective field theory (EFT)/effective
action approaches for ST dark energy/modified gravity up
to second order in derivatives [24–26].
In this EFT spirit and motivated by the observed
proximity of the background expansion to ΛCDM, in what
follows we will follow the minimal approach of [27,28] and
fix the background to be that of ΛCDM, considering and
constraining perturbations around it. α̂K , evaluated for (3),
then satisfies
H2M2α̂K ¼ 2XðG2;X þ 2XG2;XX − 2G3;ϕ − 2XG3;ϕXÞ
þ 12 _ϕXHðG3;X þ XG3;XXÞ; ð4Þ
where from (3) the effective Planck mass M2 can be read
off to be M2 ¼ 2G4. However, α̂K is known to only very
weakly affect cosmological observables [27,28], which is
linked to the fact that it drops out in the quasistatic
approximation [23], so it can essentially be fixed to a
fiducial value without affecting constraints. The remaining
α̂i, evaluated for (3), then satisfy
HM2α̂M¼2 _ϕG4;ϕ; HM2α̂B¼2 _ϕðXG3;X−G4;ϕÞ; ð5Þ
where the running of the Planck mass α̂M is quantified via
HM2α̂M ≡ ddtM2. Importantly this means that G2 is only
implicitly constrained via requiring a ΛCDM background
evolution; i.e., there is no cosmologically relevant explicit
dependence on G2 at the level of linear perturbations.
Current observations constrain α̂M and α̂B at the Oð1Þ
level (see Fig. 1), while near-future observations are
expected to tighten bounds by approximately 1 order of
magnitude [28]. To understand what this implies for
interactions in (3), it is instructive to consider the following
example:













In essence we consider the Gi to be defined via their Taylor
expansion in terms of the fields and keep the lowest order
nontrivial terms. Note that we have implicitly normalized
FIG. 1. Cosmological parameter constraints for the reduced
Horndeski theory (3) using α̂i ¼ ciΩDE (27). Contours mark 1
and 2σ confidence intervals. Adding BAO and mPk data to
Planck constraints only has marginal effects, whereas adding
RSD data significantly improves constraints (mainly by ruling
out large positive cM). GR (and all theories with G3 ¼ 0 and
G4;ϕ ¼ 0) are located at the origin. Dotted lines are the regions
corresponding to the radiative stability-motivated subsets SGal
(22) (horizontal line) and SConf (24) (other line). Thick bars on
dotted lines denote the 2σ confidence region for those theories
using Planckþ BAOþmPkþ RSDdata.
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the zeroth-order piece of G4 and removed its linear
dependence on ϕ to diagonalize propagators. The ci are
assumed to be Oð1Þ constant coefficients, which amounts
to imposing a naturalness assumption. Λ3 and Λ⋆ are mass
scales (where Λ3 is taken to be Λ33 ∼MPlH20 as usual), and
we will also use the scale Λ42 ≡MPlΛ33. We can now
compute the α̂i for (6). Defining the dimensionless









ðc3X̂ − c4ϕ̂Þ; ð7Þ
where we have ignored overall Oð1Þ numerical factors
and consider late times relevant for dark energy, soH ∼H0.
We have also used _ϕ2 ∼ 2X and assumed G4 ∼M2Pl=2 at
leading order [i.e., ϕ2=ðMPlΛ⋆Þ ≪ 1]. If the G3 interaction
is to have anOð1Þ effect on the α̂i at late times, this implies
that at those times X̂ ∼Oð1Þ. If simultaneously G4 has an
Oð1Þ effect, this additionally imposes ϕ̂ ∼Oð1Þ.
Importantly we can check that the above conclusion
remains true when also including higher order terms in the
expansion of the Gi above, so it is not an artifact of the
specific example considered above. To show this consider

















where n, m ≥ 0, l ≥ 2 and G2 ¼ X as before. Higher
powers of X are suppressed by Λ42, mimicking known
radiatively stable shift-symmetric setups [29] and nonzero
m signals shift-symmetry breaking for the G3 interactions,
where we choose the symmetry-breaking scale to be Λ⋆,
just as for G4. One may sum over n, m, l, but for our
purposes zooming in on specific choices of these powers










where we ignore Oð1Þ numerical factors [also assuming l,
m, n are Oð1Þ]. As before then, for both G3 and G4 to
have Oð1Þ effects on the α̂i, we generically require
ϕ̂ ∼Oð1Þ ∼ X̂.
Before finishing this section, note that introducing a
scale Λ⋆ ≪ MPl of course also modifies the background
equations, in particular in principle also resulting in
contributions enhanced by (one power of) MPl=Λ⋆. We
will leave an investigation of the associated background
behavior for future work and implicitly assume that the
freedom in G2 (that does not directly affect the α̂i and we
will therefore mostly ignore, as discussed above) is
sufficient to yield a ΛCDM-like background evolution.
III. RADIATIVE STABILITY AND
POWER COUNTING
The (classical) predictions of a theory are only trust-
worthy, if loop corrections are parametrically suppressed
for the energy scales one is interested in. If this is not the
case, any tree-level computation is swamped by loop
effects, and (in the absence of a known resummation or
UV completion) no reliable prediction can be obtained
from the theory. In GR, for example, loop corrections are
suppressed by powers of the Planck scale, so at energy
scales Λ ≪ MPl one can reliably extract predictions,
whereas at energy scales Λ ≳MPl this is not the case.
Once one considers departures from GR in a cosmological
context, however, the interactions associated with new
gravitational degrees of freedom typically bring this cutoff
down significantly, so it is no longer trivial to obtain
reliable (classical) predictions from such theories.
To see what this implies for (3), it will be useful to again
start by considering the simple example Gi in (6) and





















where the smaller of Λ3 and Λ⋆ becomes the strong
coupling scale, and we have dropped terms suppressed
by powers of Λ⋆=MPl (assuming Λ⋆ ≪ MPl) and absorbed
a numerical Oð1Þ factor into Λ⋆. The Einstein frame
version of the theory now also makes it obvious that Λ⋆
is the scale associated to (shift) symmetry breaking in this
theory. Here we will focus on cases where this scale is
significantly below the Planck scale (for a related discus-
sion, see the Appendix). Power-counting and considering
pure scalar Feynman diagrams in 4D with I internal legs,
V1 Xϕ̂
2 and V2 X½Φ vertices, we can estimate the types of
interactions that will be generated by loops on dimensional






Focusing on one-loop diagrams with I ¼ V1 þ V2, if only




∂4½ΦV2 and X · X
Λ4⋆
· ϕ̂2V1−4; ð12Þ
respectively. In the c3 case, these corrections are sup-
pressed, if higher-order derivatives are subdominant. In
the c4 case, these loops are suppressed if X ≪ Λ4⋆, assum-
ing ϕ̂ ∼Oð1Þ and implying Λ⋆ ≫ Λ2 [if X̂ ∼Oð1Þ].
Consequently, if only one type of vertex is present, at
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least these specific loop corrections can remain under
control for certain parameter choices.
If both c3 and c4 interactions are present, however, this
picture significantly changes. To see how, now again
consider the generalized example (8) [we will come back
to the (6) in the following section] and transform the theory

















again dropping numericalOð1Þ factors, assumingΛ⋆≪MPl
and where we denote p ¼ 2l − 2. Power-counting as









where we have already set I ¼ V1 þ V2. The exact way in
which derivatives are “distributed” over fields is closely tied
to the specific form takenby interaction terms andmatters for
estimating the sizeof interactionsonagivenbackground.We
will show this with several examples below, but in the
absence of additional information about the interactions in
(3) or (8), one would expect all such “distributions” to be
generated. Starting with this generic picture in mind and
considering choices of V1 and V2 that yield at least as many
fields as derivatives, from (14) wewould therefore expect to









where N¼pV1−4þðm−1ÞV2, and we note that X̂MPl ¼
X=Λ33. If X̂ is sufficiently small, i.e., if X̂MPl ≪ Λ⋆, these
corrections will indeed be suppressed. However, if we
assume X̂ ∼Oð1Þ ∼ ϕ̂ in order to have observable effects
on the α̂i from bothG3 andG4 interactions, then for largeV2
and positive N the MPl=Λ⋆ enhancement in (15) wins out
over any other potential suppression coming from X=Λ4⋆.1
Since loopcorrections for all choicesofV1,V2 aregenerated,
one would therefore generically expect these corrections to
dominate over the classical ansatz, rendering the theory
unpredictive.
IV. SHIFT-SYMMETRIC VS SYMMETRY-
BREAKING G3 INTERACTIONS
How robust is the “generic” result (15)? An obvious
strategy to improve the radiative properties of (3) would
be to endow it with more symmetry, but other than the
general Galilean or shift symmetric cases (that eliminate
any nontrivial G4 altogether), it is not obvious what other
sensible choices exist in this regard. However, as we shall
see, the case when just G3 is endowed with a Galilean or
shift symmetry has a number of attractive features, even if a
symmetry-breaking G4 is present; i.e., despite the fact that
these symmetries are then not respected by the theory as a
whole. To see why, recall (13), and first focus on the case of
m ¼ 0 i.e., a setup with a shift-symmetric G3. We will
choose p ¼ 2 in what follows for simplicity, but the
specific power of p (i.e., the precise form of G4) will
not be important for the argument. We now follow the
argument of [30] and schematically consider the contribu-
tion to a one-loop Feynman diagram from the above c3
vertex. The most dangerous interactions are those, where
the smallest number of derivatives acts on the external legs.
Schematically labeling external and internal legs with “e”
and “i” indices respectively, a potentially dangerous inter-
action would therefore be
∂μ1ϕi∂μ1ϕe…∂μnþ1ϕe∂μnþ1ϕe□ϕi; ð16Þ
where all external legs carry just one derivative. However,










Written in this form, it becomes obvious that, after
integration-by-parts, one external leg always carries two
derivatives (while the others carry one, as before). With the
knowledge that each V2 vertex in the shift-symmetric G3
case therefore contributes one external leg with two















The second and third term give order one contributions on
cosmological backgrounds with ∂2ϕ0 ∼ Λ33 and ∂ϕ ∼ Λ22,
but the ∂2=Λ2⋆ operator provides additional suppression, as
long as Λ⋆ ≫ Λ2 (as assumed throughout). Dangerous loop
interactions of the form in (15) are therefore not present in
this case. Indeed, on cosmological backgrounds with ϕ0 ∼
Λ⋆ and X0 ∼ Λ42, the above interaction will be suppressed
1Implicit technical assumptions for this argument are further
discussed in the Appendix and we reemphasize that we assume
Λ⋆ ≪ MPl throughout. Note that assuming positive N in the
above requires positive m and/or p. Finally it is worth stressing
that the problematic behavior in (15) is primarily associated with
the V2 vertices and corrections of the type shown above are
possible (also in the absence of any V1 interactions) for m ≥ 2.
2Note that we need at least two V1 vertices to generate loop
corrections of this particular form.
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by ðΛ2=Λ⋆Þ4, so will be subdominant as long as Λ⋆ ≫ Λ2
as before. For a shift-symmetric G3 case the general theory
(3) is therefore still endowed with parametrically sup-
pressed radiative corrections—a remarkable property, given
the symmetry breaking nature of the theory as a whole.
The above argument is highly reminiscent (and a
generalization) of the nonrenormalization theorem for
the pure Galileon [30]. This follows from (16) and (17)
in the case where (16) is just ∂μϕi∂μϕe□ϕi and for pure
Galileons implies that all external legs come with at least
two derivatives, so Galileon loops do not regenerate the
standard Galileon interactions (since these have less than
two derivatives per field). When we now switch on a
nontrivial G4 in (13) in addition to having a Galileon G3
interaction, i.e., n ¼ 0,m ¼ 0, the above argument straight-
forwardly shows that a remnant of this nonrenormalization
theorem also still applies in this special case. Considering a
loop with V2 cubic Galileon c3 vertices and V1 (Galilean
and shift) symmetry-breaking c4 vertices (where V1 ≥ 2











which are suppressed by the same argument as for (18). The
only difference of this special case is that there is only one
external leg per V2 vertex, and so no external legs with less
than two derivatives attach to a V2 vertex here.
Following the more symmetric cases considered above,
we can now finally turn to an explicit example of a theory
with a Galileon and shift symmetry breaking G3 inter-
action. We consider (13) with m ¼ 2, n ¼ 0, p ¼ 2.3
Nothing now prevents all external legs attached to V2
vertices in one-loop Feynman diagrams to carry at most one
derivative in this setup. We can see this explicitly with a
quick example. Consider the following contribution to a










where we have already applied the rewriting employed
above in going from (16) to (17). Unlike before, this no
longer guarantees that, up to integration-by-parts, we can
rewrite this contribution with two derivatives acting on
an external leg. Instead we now also generate G2 type
interaction terms in this way, where only at most one
derivative acts on all the fields involved. More specifically,
we now both generate interaction terms, where one external
field carries two derivatives (while all others carry zero or
one), as well as the above-mentioned G2 type interaction
terms, where one power of X is suppressed byΛ⋆Λ33 instead
of Λ42. This is related to the discussion of enhanced
contributions to the background equations of motion
below (9). A potential issue can therefore already be
spotted here before investigating loop corrections, but
nevertheless considering these corrections offers a potent
way of diagnosing a problem with such theories. Doing so











While the ∂2=Λ2⋆ operator provides a suppressing effect, as
in the previous example, the second term can be rewritten
as X̂V2 · ðMPl=Λ⋆ÞV2 , where the ðMPl=Λ⋆ÞV2 factor could
provide an arbitrarily large enhancement as long as
MPl ≫ Λ⋆ (as assumed throughout). In this setup we
therefore expect to lose radiative stability and with it
control of the theory.4
While shift-symmetric (and Galilean) G3 therefore
allow (3) to still enjoy protection from radiative corrections,
theories with a shift-symmetry breaking G3 (and hence
explicit ϕ-dependence) do not generically share that
property.
V. TWO WELL-MOTIVATED RADIATIVELY
STABLE THEORIES
A key conclusion following from the above argument
then is that, as long as Λ⋆ ≪ MPl, there is some tension for
fully generic choices of G3 and G4 in (8) to both yield
observable contributions to the α̂i as well as to do so in a
controllable (radiatively stable) fashion. Nevertheless, sev-
eral well-defined (sub)classes of theories where this is
possible do exist. For the remainder of this paper we
therefore want to focus on two particularly well-motivated
such classes: First the case where the whole theory is
endowed with a shift symmetry (eliminating nontrivialG4Þ,
and secondly the case where no symmetry requirement is
imposed on the whole theory and the dominant operator for
linear perturbations is the shift-symmetry breaking G4
3Note that, upon integrating-by-parts, the ϕ̂2 · X · ½Φ=Λ33
interaction then gives rise to (among other terms) an interaction
that goes as ϕ̂ · X · X=ðΛ⋆Λ33Þ. This is already a sign of prob-
lematic behavior, since higher powers of X are then no longer
suppressed by the scale Λ2, calling into question the validity of
the cosmological background solution. As we shall see below,
this also signals the onset of problematic loop corrections in the
present case.
4Note that the symmetry breaking scale Λ⋆ entering into G3
was crucial to this argument—radiative stability is restored if ϕ is
suppressed by MPl in the G3 interaction, but it then no longer
meaningfully contributes to the α̂i in the setup we are consid-
ering, so we relegate this case to the Appendix.
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term, while the higher derivative operators associated to G3
are suppressed. Both of these cases are well-motivated from
first principles and do not require tuning interactions to
have separate symmetries (for different subsets of inter-


















the ϕ-dependence in G3 is eliminated by the ϕ → ϕþ c
shift symmetry. Terms linear/quadratic in ϕ are protected
by their own renormalization theorems [31–34], and hence
at least for the covariant Galileon [35] only “softly” break
this shift symmetry [34], which is why we have kept
ϕ-dependence for G2. Modulo this caveat, (22) is therefore
a subset of weakly broken Galilean (WBG) theories [29],
with loop corrections parametrically suppressed as a result
of the (weakly broken) Galileon symmetry [30,36]. We
can see this explicitly for the example discussed above.
Using (14), SGal corresponds to setting V1 ¼ 0 ¼ m. There
are therefore always more derivatives than fields and (for











For backgrounds with X̂ ∼Oð1Þ ∼ ½Φ=Λ33, as considered
by [29], the final factor of ½Φ=Λ32 then suppresses these
corrections (since Λ2 ≫ Λ3).






p fG2ðϕ; XÞ þ G4ðϕÞRg; ð24Þ
where G3 is now absent, but the conformal G4ðϕÞ coupling
to R is kept. Using (14), this case corresponds to setting






where the X=Λ4⋆ factor suppresses these loop-generated
interactions on backgrounds where X̂ ∼Oð1Þ and as long
as Λ⋆ ≫ Λ2 [cf. the discussion around (12)]. The SConf
class of theories can likely be reduced further with radiative
stability arguments, but here we simply note that it also
contains known radiatively stable models, especially ones
arising as low-energy EFTs from dimensionally reduced
higher-dimensional constructions (see [37] for a review).
Arguably the prime example here are JBD theories [38],




We now want to extract the cosmological predictions for
the well-motivated subsets (22) and (24) and contrast them
with the predictions from the general (3). The linear
cosmology as parametrized by (5) significantly simplifies
for (22) and (24), and we find








This means that these theories effectively give rise to
linearized cosmologies that are described by just one free
function: α̂B (once a background has been specified; i.e.,
the evolution ofH has been given). Note that the form of α̂B
is strongly constrained, since G4 is a function of ϕ only and
G3 is a function of X only, for SConf and SGal respectively.
To demonstrate the strength of the above constraints
more quantitatively, we now ought to pick a parametriza-
tion for the key functions α̂M; α̂B in S (3) vs just α̂B as
identified in (26). Numerous such parametrizations exist—
for a discussion of relative merits see [23,27,28,40–43]
and previous related constraints include [27,44]. For
simplicity here we will pick arguably the one most
frequently used [23],
α̂i ¼ ciΩDE: ð27Þ
This parametrizes each α̂i in terms of just one extra constant
parameter ci, and the proportionality to the fractional
contribution of dark energy to the energy density of the
Universe, ΩDE, ensures that the modification is a late time
effect. This parametrization is known to accurately capture
the evolution of a wide subclass of Horndeski theories
[45,46], but not all [41]. While therefore undoubtedly in
need of future refinement, it provides an excellent quanti-
tative illustration of the constraining power of the results
derived above.
We now perform a Monte Carlo Markov chain (MCMC)
analysis, using Planck 2015 CMB (cosmic microwave
background) temperature, CMB lensing and low-l polari-
zation data [47–49], BAO (baryon acoustic oscillation)
measurements from SDSS/BOSS [50,51], constraints from
the SDSS DR4 LRG matter power spectrum (mPk) shape
[52] and RSD (redshift space distortions) constraints from
BOSS and 6dF [53,54]. We compute constraints on cB
and cM, marginalizing over the standardΛCDM parameters
Ωcdm;Ωb; θs; As; ns and τreio. Note that we infer ΩDE
through the closure equation (assuming no cosmological
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curvature). Furthermore, we impose that the asymptotic
value of the effective Planck mass M at early times is
indeed MPl, since we do not wish to constrain early
Universe modifications of gravity here (for a different
approach see [27]). We put no priors on the absence of
“classical” (e.g, gradient) instabilities, since we find that the
constraints derived with and without such priors are near-
identical. In a nutshell: the data will exclude any model
with a significant such instability. The only difference are
small regions in parameter space, where a hard prior would
erroneously exclude models that display transient insta-
bilities during radiation domination, which are an artifact
of the choice of parametrization and do not affect
observables. For additional details regarding the MCMC
implementation see [43].5
Figure 1 shows the cosmological constraints on the
modified gravity parameters: cM and cB. BAO and mPk
data only mildly modify the Planck constraints, but RSD
measurements significantly tighten constraints, especially
on cM. This is rather intuitive, as RSDs constrain fσ8,
which is particularly sensitive to the strength of gravity as
measured by the effective Planck mass. It is worth
emphasizing that the lower (small and negative cM) border
of the contours in Fig. 1 is determined by the onset of
strong gradient instabilities (illustrated by the absence of
accepted points in that region). These instabilities occur
when the scalar speed of sound cs becomes imaginary,
specifically,
c2s ¼






α̂K þ 32 α̂2B
< 0;
ð28Þ
where the expression given assumes a ΛCDM background.
The well-motivated models (22) and (24) trace out two
lines in Fig. 1: cM ¼ 0 for SGal and cM ¼ −cB for SConf.
Figure 2 illustrates the 1D posterior distribution for cB,
showing that the sole remaining modified gravity parameter
(at the level of linear perturbations) is tightly constrained.
Specifically, we find the following bounds:
SGal ⇒ cB > 0 and cB < 1.11 ð2σÞ;
SConf ⇒ cB < 0 and cB > −0.24 ð2σÞ;
S ⇒ 0.01 < cB < 1.45 ð2σÞ: ð29Þ
Gradient stability constraints enforce that cB > 0 for SGal
and cB < 0 for SConf ; i.e., they ensure the two models
occupy mutually exclusive parts of parameter space. Note
that the cB constraints for SGal and SConf are virtually
unaffected by the addition of further data to Planck
measurements; so unlike for S, RSDs here do not provide
significant additional constraining power. Interestingly the
region populated by SConf would have been excluded at
2σ when using S as the fiducial model. This illustrates
the strong impact theoretical priors can have. A further
interesting observation that follows from the findings
presented here is the following: if future observations drive
observational constraints in the cB − cM plane into regions
consistent with S andOð1Þα̂i, but not overlapping with SGal
or SConf, then within the context of (3) with Λ⋆ ≪ MPl this
would suggest a theory with a shift- or Galilean-symmetric
G3 as well as a shift-symmetry breaking G4 as a natural
explanation of the data.6 Finally Fig. 2 demonstrates that
restricting to the SGal and SConf subsets both reduces the
number of free functions and leads to tighter constraints on
the remaining parameters.
In the context of cosmological constraints, let us finally
address another intriguing possibility. Recently, tensions in
the measurements of H0 and σ8 from large and smaller
FIG. 2. Here we plot the 1D posterior distribution of cB,
corresponding to the Planckþ BAO þmPkþ RSD contours
from Fig. 1. cB is shown for the reduced Horndeski theory (3)
and its well-motivated and radiatively stable subsets SGal and
SConf . Note that cB is the only free modified gravity parameter for
SGal and SConf and that the regions populated by SGal and SConf are
mutually exclusive. Dotted vertical lines denote 2σ bounds for S,
showing that applying the theoretical prior SConf pushes one
outside the 2σ region for S. We have normed histograms to have
the same “maxima.”
5We note that, while this work was being finalized, the Planck
Collaboration published its final results. The most significant
difference between these and the 2015 results used here is the
shift to a lower value of the optical depth to reionization, τreio, by
approximately 1.5σ. As there are no strong correlations between
the value of this value and the αi=ci parameters discussed here,
we believe that these new constraints will not significantly affect
our conclusions. Secondly, note that the inclusion of additional
RSD likelihoods would likely yield stronger constraints. We
prefer to remain conservative here and do not mix constraints
from RSD measurements with similar redshifts, but leave a
proper analysis of the impact of adding additional RSD or other
large scale structure likelihoods (while carefully accounting for
potential cross-correlations) for the future.
6Note, however, that the pure cosmological SConf constraints
computed here do not rely on any assumption for Λ⋆ themselves.
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scale observables [55,56] have prompted the question of
whether these measurements are a smoking gun for new
physics. If indeed they are, and the apparent tension is not
the result of not-yet-understood systematics (see e.g, [57]
and references therein), it has been suggested that scalar-
tensor theories of gravity as discussed here may be able to
account for a discrepancy between large and small scale
measurements of H0 and σ8. For example, [58–63] have
proposed a number of scalar-tensor theories that they argue
would be able to alleviate any physical tensions in the
measurement of H0 or σ8 at different scales, e.g., via
introducing a nonminimal coupling to the Ricci curvature
[60] or via the use of Brans-Dicke type theories [61–63].
In our context here, while we have been using purely large
scale observables to constrain the theories investigated and
have also assumed a ΛCDM background expansion in
computing cosmological constraints, we note that the rich
class of surviving, radiatively stable and phenomenologi-
cally consistent models presented here captures several of
the several of the models just referred to and in general
affords a promising wider class of theories that can e.g.,
nontrivially affect the background expansion rate of the
Universe at various times throughout its evolution. Further
work in this direction is clearly required, but should a
subset of models be identified in the future as particularly
promising both from large scale observables as considered
here and also be capable of ameliorating existing physical
tensions in the observed background expansion, then this
would certainly identify a particularly intriguing candidate
for new gravitational physics.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We can summarize our key results as follows.
(i) Radiative stability: Imposing cGW ¼ c reduces
Horndeski ST theories to (3), a theory controlled
by the three functions G2;3;4. Power counting argu-
ments show that, for fully generic models, there is a
tension between the requirement of radiative stabil-
ity and both the conformal coupling to gravity
G4ðϕÞR and the higher-derivative G3ðϕ; XÞ½Φ in-
teraction simultaneously contributing to cosmologi-
cally observable deviations from GR, at least as long
as the symmetry breaking scale associated to G4 is
significantly below the Planck mass. However,
inspecting the generic power counting argument
more closely, we have also identified a number of
cases that can give rise to departures from GR within
the reach of current and near-future experiments in a
radiatively stable manner: theories with a shift-
symmetric G3. Crucially this also remains true in
the presence of a symmetry breaking G4 interaction.
More generally, there are a number of caveats to
the generic argument we have discussed explicitly,
so additional radiatively stable subclasses may be
found by making use of those caveats.
(ii) Linear cosmology: Focusing on two particularly
well-motivated subsets of such radiatively stable
theories, namely shift symmetric theories (22) (with
a trivial, constant G4) and theories with a conformal
coupling of the Horndeski scalar to gravity (24)
(without a sizeable G3 contribution), we have
computed their linear cosmologies. Once the back-
ground evolution (and hence H) is specified for
these subsets of theories, their phenomenology is
controlled by just one additional, free function of
time: α̂B.
(iii) Cosmological parameter constraints: Observational
constraints on modified gravity parameters are shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, with RSDs proving particularly
constraining for (3), while constraints for the SGal and
SConf subsets [(22) and (24), respectively] are driven
by Planck data and gradient stability conditions.
Interestingly, constraints from gradient instabilities
also ensure that SGal and SConf occupy mutually
exclusive regions in parameter space, offering a
promising target to discriminate between these the-
ories in the future. Within the context of the theories
explored here, this argument also provides regions in
parameter space that will act as a smoking gun
signature for the joint presence of shift-symmetric
G3 and nontrivial G4 interactions, should future
observations drive constraints into these regions.
Various extensions of this work suggest themselves, with
the inclusion of additional data sets holding particular
promise (we will discuss the impact of Galaxy-ISW cross-
correlations in [64]—also see [18,65,66]). It would also be
very interesting to understand in what precise circum-
stances a cGW ¼ c tuning is radiatively stable and whether
one can use this to impose additional constraints. Here we
have shown that combining data-driven cosmological
parameter estimation with the theoretical requirement of
radiative stability, two aspects typically considered sepa-
rately, can be used to significantly improve the (observa-
tional and theoretical) bounds we can place on modified
gravity/dark energy models. We hope that the approach
outlined here will contribute towards holistically con-
straining cosmological deviations from GR in the future,
taking into account a wide range of observational and
theoretical constraints in an integrated manner.
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APPENDIX
1. Two shift-symmetry breaking scales
Whenever we have considered cases, where shift-
symmetry was broken by the G3 interaction as well, i.e.,
not just by G4, we have assumed that the associated
symmetry-breaking scale is the same for G3 and G4: Λ⋆,
which satisfies MPl ≫ Λ⋆ ≫ Λ2. One may be interested in

















where the shift-symmetry breaking scale for G3 is MPl,
while it remains Λ⋆ for G4. This setup at first sight has
promising properties, as the following example shows.
Consider the above case with m ¼ 1, n ¼ 0, p ¼ 2 (we











As long as Λ⋆ ≫ Λ2, as indeed we have assumed
throughout most of this paper, the last term ensures this
contribution is suppressed. However, while this mixed
symmetry-breaking scale case is therefore promising from
the radiative stability perspective, the contribution of
the G3 term to α̂B is now suppressed by ðΛ⋆=MPlÞm. So
for the setup considered here, where ϕ̂ ∼Oð1Þ ∼ X̂, this
means a G3 as in (A1) will only yield a highly suppressed
contribution to the α̂i. As far as linear cosmology is
concerned, to leading order we can then drop G3 for this
theory altogether, and this case reduces to SConf (24).
2. Loop corrections and internal graviton lines
When estimating one-loop corrections, we have so far
only considered pure scalar interactions, so one may
wonder whether loop corrections with internal graviton
lines contribute at the same order. Taking (10) as a simple
example and expanding to linear order in the graviton
perturbation hμν, where gμν ¼ ημν þ hμν, we find the
following interactions (at linear order in hμν):











where we defined ĥ≡ hμμ=MPl and Φ̂μν ≡Φμν=Λ33. Note
that the c3-dependent piece is a combination of the
contribution that picks up a power of h from the metric
determinant, and the contribution that picks up one power
of h from the (covariant) box operator. In other words, what
is important to keep in mind is that
∇μ∇μϕ ¼ □ϕþ Γνμν∂μϕ ¼ □ϕþ 1
2
ð∂μhννÞ∂μϕ; ðA4Þ
where Γ is the Christoffel symbol for gμν, we define □≡
∂μ∂μ and we integrate-by-parts to remove the derivative
from h in obtaining (A3). The crucial point here is that all
h-dependent interactions generated from (10) are MPl
suppressed and hence do not contribute at leading order.
Indeed this is not an artifact of linearizing in h, and it
remains true at higher orders as well. All nonlinear,
h-dependent interactions are therefore suppressed in the
same way higher order pieces coming from the Einstein-
Hilbert term are.7 Note that this becomes more subtle for
more general Horndeski theories with gravitational waves
not propagating at the speed of light, e.g., with G4;X ≠ 0.
In such cases, i.e., whenG4 and/or G5 carry X-dependence,
nontrivial interactions that are not MPl-suppressed and
involve both gravitons and scalars can arise (see e.g., the
related discussion in [29]).
When moving from the simple example (10) to the more
general (13), the above conclusions remain true, except
there now is one additional type of interaction, linear in h
but no longer Planck suppressed, that is generated when-
ever m ≥ 1. Namely we find




where the ellipsis contains the interaction terms as in (A3)
as well as other Planck suppressed terms. This interaction
is only Λ⋆ suppressed, so can contribute at leading order
unless Λ⋆ is sufficiently large. Note, however, that this
should not be viewed as a new restriction on Λ⋆, since c3
interactions with m ≥ 1 already generically give rise to
dangerous loop corrections just from pure scalar inter-
actions, which dominate over the classical ansatz (as
discussed in the main text). So no additional interactions
are ruled out when considering loop corrections involving
interaction vertices of the form (A5) (with internal graviton
lines), even when hμμ=Λ⋆ ≳Oð1Þ, since the same inter-
actions are already generically disqualified when just
considering pure scalar loops.
In summary, interactions involving one or more factors
of h derived from (10) or (13) are MPl-suppressed, so
loops generated with such interactions (e.g., pure scalar
interactions generated via loop diagrams with one or
more internal gravitons) will not contribute at leading
order. The only exception are loop corrections generated
7In other words, at leading order in MPl, the only h-dependent
piece that remains is therefore the linearized Einstein-Hilbert term
as usual.
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involving interactions of the type (13) for m ≥ 1. However,
these are already generically ruled out by considering
pure scalar loops, so no additional constraints arise
from loop corrections involving internal gravitons for (3)
here.
3. Caveats
In addition to the importance of tracking how derivatives
are “distributed” over fields in estimating loop corrections,
as discussed in the main text, here we want to highlight a
few additional implicit assumptions in the argument lead-
ing to (14) and (15) in the main text. (I) Naturalness was a
crucial ingredient in our argument, ensuring that ci ∼Oð1Þ.
Any physical mechanism (e.g., a new symmetry for specific
theories with observationally relevant G4 and G3) that
allows stably tuning the ci may therefore alter the argu-
ment. Note, however, that the link between radiative
stability and symmetries is rather subtle [73]. (II) We have
assumed that Λ⋆ ≪ MPl, i.e., that pure graviton interactions
are still normalized by MPl at leading order, and we can
consistently truncate interactions as in (10). Otherwise
there is no sensible expansion of G4 in powers of ϕ, since
when Λ⋆ ∼MPl, ϕ=MPl needs to be Oð1Þ in order for there
to be an observable effect on linear cosmology, so all
powers in ϕ contribute at the same order. Assuming Λ⋆ ≪
MPl also means that the effective Planck mass seen by
gravity is indeedMPl at leading order, so the ϕ-dependence
of G4 does not strongly affect the background evolution
(decoupling discussions of the background dynamics and
of the evolution of linear perturbations as before).
Nevertheless, the special case Λ⋆ ∼MPl is qualitatively
different and also of interest. Here the interactions (15) no
longer dominate and a large number of new interactions
appear at leading order (in the Einstein frame), so we will
leave this case for future work. (III) We have implicitly
assumed that only a few specific dimensionful scales
enter the G3 and G4 interactions, finding that loop
corrections can in principle become problematically large
when the tree level contribution to the α̂i is large. One
may attempt to disentangle tree and loop contributions by
fiat, specifically via postulating that the UV completion is
weakly coupled at the expense of introducing an addi-
tional small dimensionless coupling parameter g, which
suppresses all loops by construction. For details on this
approach see [74–77]. Here, however, we have adopted
a conservative, minimal approach and refrained from
imposing additional assumptions about the UV, extended
symmetries etc.
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